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On the error committed by stopping the
Newton iteration

in implicit Runge-Kutta methods

M.N. Spijker
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This paper concerns the numerical solution of initial value problems for nonlinear ordinary
differential equations by implicit Runge-Kutta methods. For non-stifi problems, fixed point
iteration, also called Picard iteration, is a classical approach to the solution of the system of
(algebraic) equations occurring in each time step of these methods. The order of the error
due to the stopping of this process after a fixed number of iterations is well understood. For
stiff problems, Picard iteration is not appropriate and some va¡iant of the Newton method
is usually used instead. This paper addresses the problem of estimating the stopping error
of Newton-like iterations. We aim for an understanding of this error comparable to what
is known about Picard iterations. Because of stiffness, the theory is more delicate than for
Picard iterations.

The first part of the paper reviews various estimates of the Newton stopping errors. The
second part explores the effect of these errors on the Runge-Kutta approximations to the
solution of the given initial value problem. Most of the error estimates established in this
paper reflect order reduction phenomena in the presence of stiffness. This order reduction is
confirmed by numerical experiments.

Keywords: ordinary diffe¡ential equations, stiff initial value problems, implicit Runge-
Kutta methods, Newton's method, order reduction due to stiffness.

Subject classification: AMS(MOS): primary 65L05, 65L06; secondary 6bH10.

1. fntroduction

In this paper we deal with the numerical solution of initial value problems of
the form

U'(t):f(t,U(t)) for 0<t<7, U(0):u0. (1.1)

Here ze € lR" is given, and U(¿) € lR" is unkno\¡/n, ',¡¡hereas s > 1. Further / is
a given mapping from [0, T) x D to IR", where 2 C IR." is open and convex. We
assume the function f to possess continuous partial derivatives up to the second
order on its domain of definition.
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In the following the initial value problem (1.1) will be assumed to be súffi. For

the general concept of stiffness in initial value problems we refer to Dekker &
verwer (1934), Frank et al. (1985), Butcher (1987), Hairer & wanner (1991).

Let h, ) 0 denote a stepsize, and considet gri,d,poi'nts tn - nh in [0,?"] for

integer values of n. The general Runge-Kutta method for solving (1.1) provides

approximations u, - U(t-) computed recursively by

1rn+l : un t hf urÍ(r* + cih,€í) for n:0,L,2,... . (r.2)
i=L

Here (¿ are vectors in 2 which depend on n and have to satisfy the system of
(nonlinear) equations

-€¿* un*hf on*f(t-lc¡"h,(t) :0 for r 1i 1 m' (1'3)
K:L

rn denotes lhe number of stages, and a¿¡", b¡, c¿ àrê coefficients defining the Runge-
Kutta method. We assume

nm

Dbr: I, and Doo*: "o with 0 1 c¿ 1I fori:7,2, "' ,ffi'
k:L /c:1

We introduce the nùxn:¿ matrix A: (orr), and suppose that an n'Lxn'L diagonal

matrix D exists such that

both D and, (DA + Ar D) are positive definite. (1'4)

Many Runge-Kutta methods that are of interest in the solution of stiff problems

satisfy (1.4), see Dekker & Verwer (1984), Frank et al. (1985), Butcher (1987),

Hairer & Wanner (1991).
It is convenient to introduce vectors

Fr(*)

" 
: (,'i ) ' 

o- and F(r) : € lff-
F*(r)

so that the left-hand members of (1.3) are equal to ,fl(r)(1 < i < *). The system
(1.3) thus becomes equivalent to

F(r) : s' (1'5)

Newton's method for the numerical solution of (1.5) reads

F'(r¡)(ri¡1 - r¡) : -F(*¡) (j : 0,1,2, " ')' (1'6)

Here F'(r) denotes the Jacobian matrix of. F at ø, and x:¡ âle approximations to
the solution ø. of (1.S).
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In the actual numerical solution of nonlinear stiff problems (1.1) the vector
z* is almost invariably approximated by an iterate 13 obtained from Newton's
method (1.6) or a simplified version thereof (in which all matrices F'(r¡) in (1.6)

are replaced by some approximation, e.g. F'(ro)). In the following we study,
for a given j > 7, the order of the errors due to the stopping of the iteration
after j steps and replacing r- simply by r¡.We shall measure all errors by their
Euclidean norms and analyse their orders in terms of the stepsize lz.

In the Sections 2.I - 2.4 we review various estimates for the Euclidean norm

l*¡ - r-l of the Newton stopping effor x:¡ - r*. Some of these estimates reflect
order reduction phenomena in the presence of stiffness. This order reduction is

confirmed by a numerical experiment presented in Section 2.2. In Section 2.5

closely related questions are discussed among which the order of the stopping
êrtor :L¡ - u* for a simplified Newton process.

In Chapter 3 we deal with the effect that the stopping errors :x¡ - fr* , a,s

discussed in Chapter 2, may have on the approximations un actrally obtained.
In Section 3.1 we analyse the local stopping error, which is nothing but the above
effect after one time step of the Runge-Kutta method. In the rest of the paper
the result of this analysis is used to explore the order of the global stopping error.
The latter error amounts to the accumulated effect of n stopping errors of the
form r¡ - r* after n time steps of the Runge-Kutta method. We focus on the
situation where t* e (0,7] is fixed and l¿ ---+ 0, n --+ oo.

2. The Newton stopping error

2.7. AN ERROR ANALYSIS NEGLECTING STIFFNES

Let t. € [0,?), un € D be given. In assessing the Euclidean norm lr¡ - r*l of
the error rj - r* we assume that the initial guess :re satisfies

lro - ,.1: O(lLn) (2.1)

(with (2-constant of moderate size, and q > 0). The left hand member of (2.1)
stands for the Euclidean norm of the starting €rror ns - n*.

By using Taylor series expansions in a straightforward way the corresponding
errors frj - it* can be estimated. For the exact Newton process (1.6) one arrives
in this manner at

l*¡-r.l:91¡nQ)¡ with R(i):2j(q+1) -1 for j:r,2,3,.... (2.2)

Estimates corresponding to (2.2) can be found e.g. in Sugiura & Torii (1991) and
Jackson, Kvaernø & Nørsett (1991).

However, stiff problems (1.1) may be characterized by very large magnitudes
in the s x s Jacobian matrix (with respect to {) of the function h. f (t,(). Here
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å, is a "natural" stepsize for the problem and ¿ : tn, € = U(t"). In the above

derivation of (2.2)thelstand2ndorderderivativeswithrespectto(of h.l(t,t)
are replaced simply by O(h). Accordingly, the conclusion (2.2) based on these
replacements may be relevant only to nonstiff problems. For stiff problems it is
thus questionable whether the O-constant in (2.2) is still of moderate size.

2,2. A NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

In order to check the relevance of (2.2) to arbitrary stiff problems (1.1) we
consider the following example:

u'(t) : -1011[u(ú)]3+1+1011(1 +¿)3 for 0<t<tf4,
t/(0) : 1.

(2.3)

The true solution to this problem equals U(t) :1f ú, so that any "natural"
stepsize in the numerical solution of (2.3) need not be small. The large factor
1011 causes (2.3) to be stiff.

We consider the implicit midpoint rule, i.e. (1.2), (1.3) with

rn:I, an:712. (2.4)

We choose n:0 and consider the corresponding equation (1.5) in the situation
(2.3), (2.4). Further, we choose the natural slartlng vahìe ris : zo : l for
Newton's method (1.6). Since (1.5) has a unique solution t* : | + hf 2, the
starting error equals Ío - r* : -h12. Hence (2.1) holds with an (?-constant of
moderate size and e: I.

For j : 1 the error estimate (2.2) with q : 1 reduces to

lr, - **l: O(h3). (2.5)

In order to check (2.5) we have listed the (rounded) actual ratios lq-r.lf h3 for
various choices of ñ..

h 10-1 L0-2 10-3 10-4 10-5 10-6

lq - r.llh,3 0.25x101 0.25x102 0.25x103 0.25x104 0.25x105 0.25x106

We see from the table that the estimate (2.5) is misleading and provides no insight
regarding the actual order of the errors rt - r*.

2.3. A CLASS OF NONLINEAR STIFF PROBLEMS

In the following we present a framework in which reliable estimates for lr¡ -r*l
can be derived.

We consider the following two additional assumptions concerning /:
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J(t,rt) : J(t,€){1+ elt,€,nl} with ll"[¿, {, t]ll < r(¿)14 - ,ll
for all t e l0,T) and €,n € D;

lÍ(ù - v(r)l < lÍ(ù * v(rùl whenever v, l/ are any rwo
solutions of the differential equation on lro,rrl C [0,?].

In (2.6) we denote the s x s Jacobian matrix (with respect to () of /(t, {) by
J(t,€). Further, l'l denotes the Euclidean noïm in lR,, and ll . ll the corresponding
induced matrix norm. The parameter À(ú) in (2.6) is assumed to be of moderate
size. It provides an upper bound for the relative variation of J(t,4) when 17 varies
through D.

There exist arbitrarily stiff, nonlinear problems satisfying (2.6), (2.7) with l(ú)
of moderate size. As an example consider problem (2.3). The function

f (t,€) : -1ott€3 + 1 + 1ou(1 + ¿)3

satisfies (2.6), (2.7) e.g. with T :714, p : (If 2,312), 
^(t) 

:8.

2.4. A RIGOROUS ERROR ANALYSIS RELEVANT TO NONLINEAR
STIFF PROBLEMS

203

(2.6)

(2.7)

we make the same assumptions concerning "f as in chapter L, and assume
[/ satisfies (1.1). We denote the distance of the set {U(ú) : 0 ( ú < ?} to the
boundary of D by 6; if D : IR" we put ó : oo. We assume (1.4), and use the
notations

llu'll:,sË% ltl'(ú)1, ll,\ll :,åül' lÀ(¿)l

Let_t- ç [q,7), un€D be given and consider å. with 0 <h1T -tn.In the following theorems 1rye use the assumption

lu- - U(t*)l < a. ó and 0 < h.llU'll < a. 6. (2.8)

THEOREM 2.1

Assume (2.7). Then there is a factor a ) 0 such that (1.5) has a unique
solution r* e D* whenever un, h satisfy (2.8). Here a : a(A) only depends on
the matrix ,4.

Let K ) 0, Q ) 0 be given. The next theorem relates the assumption

rs e D* wirh lro - ,*l S Kt o < l min[ó, "/llÀll] e.g)

to the following property:
There are unique ri €.D^ generated by Newton's
method with initial gu€ss ue, â,nd

lr¡ - *.1I [a-t llÀllNnø1zi -1 . Khs for j : 7,2,J,
(2.10)
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THEOREM 2.2

Assume (2.6), (2.7). Then there is a factor a > 0 with the properties al-
ïeady stated in Theorem 2.1 and with the additional property that (2.10) holds
whenever u,, h, r0) K and q satisfy (2.8), (2.9).

The Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 easily follow from the material in Dorsselaer &
Spijker (1992). Theorem 2.2 shows that under the assumptions (2.6), (2.7), the
relation (2.1) (with (?-constant K of moderate size) implies

lr¡ - *.1 : o(haØ) with QU) :2j ' q for j :1,2,3,.'. . (2.t1,)

In (2.11) we have an (?-constanl, K¡: [a-tll^llK]'zr-rK, which is unaffected by
the stiffness of (1.1). I(¡ is of. moderate size when j is limited in a realistic rv¡¡ay.

In the example of Section 2.2, (2.II) reduces to the error estimate

lr, - r*l: 0(l''')'

This estimate agrees perfectly with the values in the table of Section 2.2

2.5. VARIOUS RELATED QUESTIONS

Orders rR(j) and Q(j) analogous to those in (2.2), (2.11') can be derived for
the si,mplified, Newton process

F'(yo)(r¡+, - r¡) : -F("¡) (i :0,r,2, "')' (2'L2)

Here gs is an approximation to ï*, possibly different from r¡, satisfying

lvo - ,.1: o(h') (2.13)

(with O-constant of moderate size, and 0 ( r ( q). Estimating the errors ri - n*
for this process by Taylor series expansions while neglecting stiffness, gives

l*¡ - *.1 : O(¡rno)¡ with R(j) : (r + I)j + q for j : 1,2,3,... . (2.1,4)

Taking stiffness into account, and assuming (2.6),, (2.7) as before, it can be seen
from Dorsselaer & Spijker (1992) that

l*¡-*.1:o(hao\ with 8U):rj*q for j:L,2,3,... (2'15)

with an (2-constant that is not affected by stiffness.
We note that the discussion in the Sections 2.L, 2.2 about the relevance in

stiff problems of estimates involving terms O(h") is analogous to considerations
regarding B-consistency in Frank et al. (1985), Dekker & Verwer (1984), Butcher
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(1987), Hairer & wanner (1991). Further, the above error estimates (2.11), (2.15)

are related to interesting investigations by Alexander (1991), who studied the

convergence behaviour of the iterates generated by modified Newton processes in

implicit Runge-Kutta methods. The class of nonlinear stiff problems considered

by Alexander has a nonempty intersection with our class specified by (2.6), (2.7)

(but neither class is contained in the other one). We also note that for ó : oo

the above Theorem 2.L is an immediate consequence of the material presented

e.g. in crouzeix et al. (1983), Butcher (1987), Hairer & Wanner (1991), and that
toi ¿ < oo it is related to material in Alexander (1991) and Frank et al. (1985)

(Section 5).
In the above we have refrained from discussing under what conditions (2'1) is

fulfilled. For this question we refer to Dorsselaer & Spijker (1OOZ), Sand (1992)

and the subsequent section.

3. The local and global stopping errors

3.1. RELATING THE LOCAL STOPPING ERROR TO THE NEW-
TON STOPPING ERROR

Lel, un denote the approximations to U (t*) generated by the theoretical Runge-

Kutta method (1.2), (1.3) starting with,Ug : zo. BY LLnwe denote the approxima-

tions obtained when, in each time step of the Runge-Kutta method, the solution

to the equation (1.3) is approximated by performing j iteration steps with New-

ton's method (or a variant thereof). We want to explore the order of the global

stoppzng errors D,,; defined bY

Dn¡:Un-un'

We assume that 
m

un*l : un * h,DUrf r, (3.1)
k=l

with vectors Ín e IR" computed from the linear system

hfzorÍ* : tr,¡ - un (i :1,2,... ,m). (3.2)

K:L

Here (1,¡, €r,¡,...,t*,¡ belong toD and are equal to the subvectors of the j-th
iterate r¡ inD*, computed during the (n * 1)-st time step, i.e'

tsr,i
t\2,i

t
\m,i )
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Note that, in view of (1.4), the matrix A is regular so that unique /¡ exist
satisfying (3.2).

In the following we confine ourselves to the (important) situation where the
simplified Newton process (2.L2) is used, and where

.Ao 
: ro e.D* with subvectors (¡,s : u, €D (i : L,2,...,m). (3.3)

In deriving estimates for the errors D-,j it is useful to define local stopping
errors d*¡ by

d,n,j:õn+L-ún+Lt

and to analyse the latter errors first. Here ã,*1 stands for the approximation to
U(t"+t) defined by the Runge-Kutta formulae (1.2), (1.3) in which ø- is replaced
by U(t^). Similarly ã,-,.1 denotes the approximation to U(t-+) generated by
the formulae (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) in which z, is replaced throughout by U(t^), and
where j steps are performed of the iteration (2.L2).

From the relations

õn+t : U(t-) + hDkbkÍi, hDna¿xfi : -U(t^) + ei, f: : f(t-+ cih,€i),
ún+r : U(t") + hDrboÍr, hDnaonÍn: -U(t^) * €¿,¡

we obtain

,t - nDu*ui - fr), hD"nr(fi - Ír) : €î - €0,¡.wn,i_ 
k k

Denoting the inverse of the matrix A by (c¡¿) there follows

d,n,i: tt bncn¿(€i - €n,¡).
ki

Consequently

ld"¡l< þ.1r. -r¡1, (9.4)

where the constant B only depends on the coefficients bx, a¿n of the Runge-Kutta
method.

The right-hand member of (3.4) can be estimated by using (2.I4) or (2.15)
if values for q, r are available. In order to determine these values we denote by
F¿(r) the left-hand member of (1.3) in which z, is replaced by U(t.).F\rrther,
F(r) e IR'- is made up from the subvectors

Fr(r), Fr(*),. . .,.t|(ø) e R,

and zs € D^ is made up from the subvectors

u(t^ + c1h),u(t- I c2h),... ,u(t* * c*h) e D.
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Clearly lF(ro)l 1"yo.llu'll.h, with a constant "ys only depending on the matrix
A. From the material in Dorsselaer & Spijker (1992) (which is closely related to
the considerations regarding BSl-stability in Dekker & Verwer (1984) and Hairer
& Wanner (1991)) our last inequality can be seen to imply

lr. - "ol<tr.llu'll.h.
Here 71 only depends on ,4, and r* denotes the solution to the equation .F.(ø) : g

Applying (3.3) (with z, replaced bv U(t")) there follows

l*. - yol : lr* - rol < t . llu'll. h,

with "y : (^n + 1/m) only depending on .4. Clearly (2.1), (2.13) hold with

Q:r:1 (3.5)

and an (2-constant K:1.llt/'ll which is not affected by stiffness.
In view of (3.4), (3.5) we can apply (2.I4), (2.1,5) so as to obtain

ld-,¡l : o(nn{il¡ with R(i) : 2j + r if stiffness is neglected, (3.6)

and

ld.¡l: O(haØ) with Q(j) : j + 1 and an (?-constant not affected by stiffness.
(3.7)

3.2. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON THE GLOBAL STOPPING ER-
ROR,

Let Nh: ? with integer ¡f > 1. Then for stable Runge-Kutta methods, the
global error D¡,¡ may be expected to be related to the l/ local errors d.¡ (with
n < ¡/) in such a way that

lD*,¡l : o(ldo,¡l + ld',¡l + .'. + ld"-',¡l),

with an (2-constant that is independent of l/ : T lh and not affected by stiffness.
In view of (3.6), (3.7) we may thus expect

lDw,¡l: o(h'j) if stiffness is neglected, (3.8)

and

lD*¡l: O(hj) with an (?-constant not affected by stiffness. (3.9)

We shall check (3.8), (3.9) for the following 3 Runge-Kutta methods:
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Backward Euler, i.e. rn: L) aLt : I, bt:7, (3.10)

Implicit Midpoint Rule, i.e. m: l, ar.: T, bt:7, (3.11)

2-stage Gauss, i.e. rn:2, &tt: azz: Il4, atz:714 - J316,
a21 : If 4 + J316, bt: bz: tl2. (3.12)

All of these methods are ,4-stable, B-stable and satisfy (1.4) for some rn x rr¿

diagonal matrix D (see Dekker & Verwer (1984), Butcher (1987) or Hairer &
Wanner (1991)).

In order to check whether the orders 2j or j, corresponding to (3.8)' (3.9)'

manifest themselves in reality we introduce

S j(h) : log, ID N,¡ I Dru,¡], where N : T lh'

Clearly ,9¡(å.) equals the order of the global stopping error observed in actual
calculations.

We consider the stiff problem

u'(t) : -1011{[u(¿)]' - [1 * sin ú]3] * cos ú for
t/(0) : l-,

(3.13 )

the exact solution of which equals U(t') :1 f sin Ú

In the table we have displayed values for S¡(ñ,).

0<t<T

J
2

4
6

8

1

2

3

4

2.0008
3.0205
4.0286
5.0371

1.0063
2.0196
3.0180
4.0240

1

3.0044
4.0191

5.0239

3.t2h fbr 3.11) ^9;(h) forh S¡I for (3.10)

Values for ^9¡(å) with h, : 0.01 in problem (3.13) \'Yith T = L12

We see that the values S¡(å) for method (3.I2) are in excellent agreement with
(3.9), and thus confirm our estimates (3.7), (2.15). The values in the table for
(3.10), (3.11) are neither in agreement with (3.s) nor (3.9). Below we go further
into this anomaly; at the end of Section 3'3 the values S¡(å.) for (3'10)' (3.11)

will be explained.
We note that for various other nonlinear stiff problems, among which (2.3),

values for S¡(ñ,) were found that are nearly equal to those in the above table.

3.3. RELATING THE GLOBAL STOPPING ERROR TO THE LOCAL
STOPPING ERRORS

We relate the theoretical Runge-Kutta process to a function V,, and the
Runge-Kutta process carried out with j simplified Newton iterations (according
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to (3.1), (3.2), (3.3)) to a function O,, so that we can v/rite

an*L : Ú.(u*,h), õn+t : V.(U(t^),h),
un*r : Þ*(un,h), ún+t: A"(U(t-),h).

Since

d'n,i : v .(U (t.) , h) - ø.(U (t-) , h) ,

we have the following basic relation for the global stopping error:

Dn+r¡ : lú.(u*,h) - V.(U(t.),h)l + [A-(U(t"),h) - Qn(un,h)] + d-,j. (3.14)

In the following v/e use the notatior Jn : J(t",U(t*))' and ',ve denote the
stability function of the Runge-Kutta method by /, i.e.

óG) :1 + (ó"(1 - e A)-tn, br : (h,br,. .. ,b*), ll : (1,1,.. . ,l)t
(see Dekker & Verwer (1984), Butcher (1987), Hairer & Wanner (1991)). If the
Jacobian J(t,€) would be constant f.or tn 1t 1tn¡1, € e D, we would have

ú n(on, h) - V 
"(U 

(t^), h) : þ(hJ")lu. - U (t*)1,
Þ.(U(t.),h) - Q.(u.,h) : ó(hJ")lu(t^) - u-1,

and therefore (3.14) would reduce to D*¡1,¡: Ó(hJ-)Dn,i *d'n,¡. Therefore, the
vectors D,,1 defined by

D--*r,, : ó(hJ-)D-,i * d-,¡ for n:0,7,
Do,¡ - o

(3.15)

may be expected to be useful approximations to D.,¡.
From (2.7) it follows that the logarithmic norm ¡.t(hJ*), induced by the Eu-

clideannorminlR,isnonpositive(seeDorsselaer&Spijker(1992)). Foranyreal
constant { with p(hJ") ( { and any rational function r/(O which is holomorphic
on the complex half-plane Re ( < { we have

ll,þ(hr")ll s 
dJå,|,i 

(ol' (3'16)

This inequality is a consequence of a theorem of Von Neumann (see Dekker &
Verwer (1984), Hairer & Wanner (1991)). Under the assumption of ,4-stability
we can apply (3.16) with {:0 and ,þ: ó so as to get

lló(hr")ll < 1.

In view of (3.15) we thus conclude that

lD*,¡l = lD *,¡l < ldo;l * ld',¡l + ... * ld"-',¡1,

1¡/
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which agrees perfectly with our considerations at the beginning of Section 3.2.
In order to explain the orders,S¡(ñ,) observed for (3.10), (3.11) in Section 3.2, a

more refined analysis of (3.15) is required. In the following we use a general device
for obtaining refined error estimates due to Hundsdorfer (1992) and Hundsdorfer
& Steiniger (1991).

N-2

lD *,¡l < ly"-,1 + lyol + lr*-rl+ D lly" - u.+l * lz-ll
n=O

Flom this inequality we easily arrive at (3.18) by using the definitions of An, zn
and by applying (3.16) with ( : hu and rþ(O : ó(O - d(oo). tr

LEMMA 3.1.

Let the Runge-Kutta method be , -stable, and /(oo) f 1. Assume that, for
a given integer j > I, r'¡/e can write the local stopping errors as

dn,i : hkd(t-) t hk+7 en,

with vectors d(t), e, € IR' satisfying (3.17)

ld(t)l < K0, ld(t + h) - d(t)l I Kth, lr*l < Kr.

Then the vector D¡0,¡ defined by (3.15) with ,^/å : T satisfies

lD*,¡l,-zl<o!(K'!?f)r.¡r KoT /'
lr - d(oo)l 

+ 
Ë(""X 

'u(hv)'hk-L ' (3'18)

where

ø(€) : 
RT?1, 

löG) - d(*)1,, : oTErt'lr(t,u(t))1.

Proof

Following the device in the two papers mentioned above we write dn¡ as

d,n,j : lI - ó(hJ^)lan + rn,

with

hk lzka": Tä(æ)d(t-), "": r+(*)[ó(hJ-) - ó(æ)I)d(t-) + hk+\e..

Using (3.15) there follows

(D*+t,¡ -y-+t): Ó(hJ-)(D.,¡ - an) *[a.-an¡t* z-] (0 < t < ¡/ - 1).

By expressing D¡,',¡ in yiv-r, go, zN-t and [y- - An*r * zn), and by using the
inequality lló(hJ")ll ( 1 we obtain
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The following observations explain the values S¡(h) for (3.10), (3.11) given in
Section 3.2.

1. For (3.10), (3.11) we have ó(C): (1 - O-' and d(() : (1 + e l2)(I -
e l2)-', respectively, so that d(oo) :0 or @(oo) - -1. For both Runge-
Kutta methods the assumption /(oo) l l of Lemma 3.1 is fulfilled.

2. In view of the definition of d*,¡ and (3.7) it is to be expected that (3.17)
holds with k : j i 1 and K¿ of moderate size.

3. Since lim ø({) : 0, the second term in the right-hand member of (3.18)€*-*
will be small for large values of lh,ul. In the situation of Section 3.2 we
have

u:ma,x{-3 x 1011[1+sint]2: 0 <¿< ll2]: -3x 1011,

and h : 0.01 or h :0.005, so that

u(hu) j 6.6 x 10-10 for (3.10),
u(hu) {2.7 x 1.0-e for (3.11).

4. These small values of u(hu) suggest to suppress the second term in the
right-hand member of (3.18) so as to obtain

lD*,¡l =lD*,¡l I K . h¡+', K :21<o :,6:!?l<')r .' -^ 
lt - d(oo)l '

which is in agreement with the values for Si(ñ.) given in Section 3.2.
5. Relation (3.18) does not apply to (3.12) since for the corresponding sta-

bility function one has

,,.\ 12 +6< + (2
Ó(ç): ffi with d(oo) : t'

3.4, VARIANTS TO THE ABOVE ERROR ANALYSIS

The analysis of the global stopping error ?rn - 'tln as presented above can be
modified by defining local stopping errors by the formula

d,n,j : ú n(rn, h) - Q-(u", h).

In this 'way one would arrive at a basic relation for the global stopping error that
is simpler than (3.14). Consequentl¡ it would be easier to analyse the relation
between global and local stopping errors. However, it would become more difficult
to determine the order of such modifred local stopping errors.

We note that, using Hundsdorfer's device, modified versions of Lemma 3.1 can
be derived, by means of which the numerical experiments of Section 3.2 can be
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explained as v/ell. A variant of (3.18) can be proved with a right-hand member
that is O(hr).However, such a variant of (3.18) is valid only for u 10, and the
(2-constant in the estimate tends to oo when hu ---+ 0.
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